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Ice age adventures game tricks

These fun books and tools for kids ages 3 to 12 will help teach them to give, save and spend excitingly! Glaciers reshape landscapes and transform the earth. As they advance, the ice sifts through the ground and erodes the rock in place, collecting stones, gravel and sieve, and collecting reservoirs and valleys in the process. As they retreat, the melting ice and streaming meltwater leave behind various
piles of captured debris. Once a glacier is no longer there, things no longer look the same. Ice caps that spread over much of North America, Northern Europe, and Asia during the last glacial period, commonly called the Ice Age, were no exception. The proof of their cold visit, which ended about 12,000 years ago, is all around if you know what to look for. You may also have one or more of these glacial
forms in the neck of the woods or nearby. Photo: Freddie Phillips/flickr As glaciers retreated after the Ice Age, their load of rocks and other debris remained behind in piles. One type, called moraine, formed in several ways, including accumulation along the sides of glaciers (lateral moraines), under glaciers in thaw streams (terrestrial moraines), and where glaciers ended up (terminal moraines). Today,
these moraines typically look like hills and ridges ranging from small mounds to large hills hundreds of meters high. They often exist in clusters where the recovering ice settles pile by pile. Notable moraines: Kettle Moraine, Wisconsin, Harbor Hill Moraine (Long Island, New York), Cape Ann Peninsula, Massachusetts, Dogger Bank (moraine of sandbanks in the North Sea that was once a land mass
connecting Britain to Europe), Oak Ridges Moraine (Ontario, Canada) and Britain's Lake District (contains several moraines). Photo: Msheppard/Wikimedia Commons Erosion of moving Ice Age glaciers has carved many amphitheater-shaped mountain valleys called circuses. These basins are typically surrounded by high cliffs on three sides with an open section on the downhill side, or lip, where the
glacier once flowed away. Imagine a sloping bowl. The cirque stairs are a succession of circuses sitting on top of each other like steps. Zastler Loch in the Black Forest of Germany is an example of a cirque scale with three glacially carved basins. Other notable circuses: Tuckerman Ravine (New Hampshire), Cirque of the Towers (Wyoming), Coire an t-Sneachda (Scotland) and Sniezne Kotly (Poland).
Photo: Diliff/Wikimedia Commons Fill a circus with rain or streaming water and you have a tarn. These small mountain lakes often have a moraine at one end that acts as a dam. One of the best known areas for Ice Age tarns is the British Lake District. This region has even spawned a new sport called (where lake lovers go through a rugged countryside to visit as many tarpaulins as possible). Other
important points: Lake Ellen Wilson (Glacier National Park, Montana), Lake Tear of the Clouds (Keene, New York, on the southwest side of Mount Marcy), Verdi Lake Lake and Vel'ke Hincovo (Slovakia). Photo: James Brooks/flickr Cousins of moraines, eskers are sand and gravel deposits that formed into long, winding, snake-like ridges where debris-lading thaw water once gushed through tunnels with ice
walls in and under retreating glaciers. When the tunnels melted, the sediment was deposited in meandering mounds that followed where waterways had flown, often for hundreds of miles. Many highways are built atop Ice Age eskers to reduce costs, including the Denali Highway in Alaska and the Airline Highway segment of Route 9 in Maine. Other notable characters: Great Esker Park (Weymouth,
Massachusetts), Mason Esker (Michigan), Kemb Hills (Aberdeenshire, Scotland), Thelon Esker (border between the Northwest Territories and Nunavat in Canada), Uppsalaasen (Sweden) and Esker Riada (esker system extending through the center of Ireland). Photo: Walter Siegmund/Wikimedia Commons As glaciers plow down mountains and through landscapes during the Ice Age, gravel and ice-
carried stones often rocked in place below like sandpaper. What remains are scratches, grooves and grooves usually arranged in longer parallel lines that follow the direction in which the ice once flowed. Notable examples: Glacial Grooves Geological Preserve (Kelleys Island, Ohio), Mount Rainier National Park (Washington State), Glacier National Park (Montana), Isle Royale National Park (Michigan),
Lake Blanche ( Utah) and Hawkes Bay (Newfoundland, Canada). Photo: Amy Meredith/flickr Thousands of prehistoric pools, left by retreating glaciers about 12,000 years ago, dot North America, Northern Europe, and other previously ice-covered landscapes around the world. These kettle lakes formed when giant blocks of ice broke off as glaciers moved away and were surrounded or covered with stones,
earth, and other debris flowing from meltwater. When the pieces of ice finally melted, what remained were bowl-shaped holes called kettles. Over the millennia many have filled with water from precipitation and streams to form lakes and ponds. Notable kettle lakes: Walden Pond (Concord, Massachusetts), Lake Ronkonkoma (Suffolk County, New York), Lake Annette (Jasper National Park, Alberta,
Canada) and Seeon Lakes (Bavaria, Germany). Photo: Royal Broil/flickr These irregularly shaped hills and mounds are similar to moraines and other elevated glacial formations, but were created in a slightly different way. When glaciers melted, depressions and crevasses often formed in the ice and filled with meltwater carrying rocks and gravel. The debris in these holes finally reached the ground below
and was in a lump. Kames tend to show up at irregular points and may not be close to other kames. However, they are often associated with kettle holes (referred to as kame topography and kettle). Notable kames: Minnitaki Kames Provincial Park (Ontario), Mendon Ponds Park (near Rochester, New York), Sims Corner Eskers and Kames National Natural Landmark (Washington State). Photo: Photos:
Commons Like other glacial hills, these elongated mounds shaped like a tear drop formed by sand, gravel and rock left by the melting of glaciers. However, unlike moraines, kames, and eskers, which are piles of geological garbage left in the wake of glacial thaw water, drumlins were probably created by ice itself in a process that scientists do not fully understand. They are always rounded with one side of
the higher muzzle facing upwards and one side of the tail extending back and forth. Imagine a semi-buried egg. Drumlins often exist in vast fields with everyone running parallel to the direction in which ice once moved. Sea-flooded drumlins turn into islands, called drowned drumlins. Notable drumlins: Boston Harbor Islands National Recreation Area (drowned drumlin field), Clew Bay (Ireland), Smith-Reiner
Drumlin Prairie, Wisconsin, north of Finger Lakes, New York, and Peterborough Drumlin Field, Ontario. Photo: Coaxial from English Wikipedia / Wikimedia Commons Have you ever noticed a giant boulder that looks completely out of place and different from the other rocks around it? It could be an irregular glacial, a large stone (some the size of a house) carried by glacial ice for hundreds of miles, or
carried on ice rafts that came off during glacial floods. Either way, these dramatic glacial gifts abound if you know where to look. Notable erratics: Plymouth Rock (Massachusetts), Indian Rock (Montebello, New York), Norber Erratics (Yorkshire Dales National Park, United Kingdom), Fantastic Erratic (Cougar Mountain Regional Wildlife Park, Washington State), Clonfinlough Stone (Central Ireland) and Big
Rock (Foothills Erratic Train, Alberta, Canada). You are reading the Quartz Weekly Obsession email of March 11, 2019DiscoverLatestObsessionsEmailsSubscribe The climate of the Earth is not static. He has experienced periods of heat and periods of extreme cold that extend back hundreds of millions of years. In fact, scientists believe that more than 500 million years ago, the Earth went through several
periods when the entire planet was completely enclosed in ice. They refer to this as snowball land [source: Scientific American]. Eventually, volcanoes spewing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere allowed the planet to warm up. Popular use made the term ice age a little confusing. In strict scientific usage, it refers to a long period (tens of millions of years) in which the Earth becomes cold enough to exist
permanent ice caps. It is thought that the Earth usually has very little permanent ice. You're probably thinking, well, you just talked about the ice caps that cover Greenland and Antarctica. Does that mean we live in an ice age? The answer is yes. We are in a cooling-off period more than 30 million years ago [source: NOVA]. Within each long ice age there are periods of relative heat, when glaciers retreat
and periods when it gets colder and glaciers advance. These periods are known as interglacial and glacial, respectively. We are currently in an interglacial period. When most people refer to the Ice Age, they're talking about the last glacial period. No one is entirely sure what causes these long cyclical changes in the Earth's climate. It is most likely a combination of many factors: changes in the Earth's axis
and orbit, known as Milankovitch cyclesThe shift of tectonic platesParticularly the matter expelled from huge volcanoes or meteoric impacts blocking sunlight Atmospheric composition The last reason is the most important. Remember earlier when we said volcanoes warmed the land of snowballs by filling the atmosphere with carbon dioxide? It turns out that this is the key to understanding our current
problems with global warming. All those previous ice ages and warming periods were caused by natural events, and it took thousands or millions of years to happen. Since the industrial revolution, we have poured carbon dioxide into the atmosphere on our own. The result appears to be an increase in The Earth's temperature that is happening much faster than natural processes would suggest. What does
this mean for the world's glaciers? There's a lot of evidence that's shrinking. The rate of ice loss in Antarctica is increasing as glaciers glide into the ocean more quickly. Antarctica lost 75% more ice between 1996 and 2006 than [source: ScienceDaily]. Polar ice caps in the Canadian Arctic have shrunk by 50% in the last century, and may have completely disappeared within decades [source: ScienceDaily].
Extensive photographic evidence shows glacial retreat around the world [source: Nichols College]. A glacier in Peru has lost 22% of its area in less than 40 years [source: The New York Times]. Learn more about glaciers, icebergs, and other icy things by following the links below. Related HowStuffWorks Articles National Snow and Ice Data Center: All About Glaciers Alt, David. Missoula glacial lake and its
humongous floods. Mountain Press Publishing Company, May 1, 2001.Chorlton, Windsor. Planet Earth: Ice ages. Time-Life Books, 1983.Gallant, Roy A. Glaciers. Franklin Watts, September 1999.Great Lakes Information Network. Lake Michigan Facts and Figures. Paul F. and Schrag, Daniel P. Snowball Earth. Scientific American, January 2000. Kirk A. Nova: The Big Cold. Pbs. Douglas. Frozen Earth:
The Once and Future Story of Ice Ages. University of California Press, May 2, 2006National Snow and Ice Data Center. Quick . Finger Lakes line-up. Mauri S. and Miller, Maynard. Terminus behavior of glaciers Icefield 1948-2005. 20icefield.htmRamanujan, Kṛṣṇa. Greenland's fastest glacier doubles Nasa. Daily Mail. The loss of Antarctic ice accelerates, almost corresponding to the loss of Greenland. daily.
Baffin Island ice caps are 50% shrinking from the 1950s, which are expected to disappear by the middle of the century. Somini. Retreating glaciers. New York Times, June 17, 2007. Member States Geographical survey. Glaciers and ice caps: freshwater warehouses. �t Zurich. Shrinkage of the alpine glacier stronger than expected. November 15, 2004. fpaul/sgi/mi_en.pdfUniversity of Montana. Speeding
Glaciers: UM researchers study the movement of ice rivers. of Wisconsin, Stevens Point. Drumlin .
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